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Our way…

Our excursion includes 
visiting such interesting  
places as Sosnovyi 
Solonets, Berezovyi
Solonets , Osinovka and 
Vinnovka villages.

You can see the map 
and our way on the 
picture.



The river Volga

You can see out of the 
window a wonderful 
view of the river Volga 
and the Jiguli
Mountains.

The river Volga is one of 
the largest and most 
beautiful rivers in 
Europe.  The length of 
the Volga is 3690 
km(340 km are in 
Samarskaya area).



The Volga Hydroelectric Power 
Station
The Volga Hydroelectric 
Power Station is one of 
the largest 
hydroelectric power 
plants by the 
powerfulness and 
making electricity.



The Jiguli mountains

The Jiguli mountains, 
which height is about 
370 m, are forming 
Samarskaya Luka. 



Sosnovyi Solonets

Sosnoviy Solonets is the 
village in the big 
Chuvash forest in 
Samarskaya Luka. 
Today’s name shows 
the fact that there is 
pine forest and special 
ground called solonetz.



Great Oak

Also in Sosnovyi 
Solonets you can 
admire local sight. This 
is a Great oak. Village’s 
rumors say that if you 
say you a wish in 
hollow, it will come 
true.



Museum

One of the schools  in 
Sosnovyi Solonets
includes historical 
museum. Here you can 
see many ancient 
things like iron, old 
clothes, photos of 
veterans of war and 
other…



The farmstead of The Duchess’ 
Natalia Vladimirovna Dolgorukaya
The farmstead presents 
as a stone roomy 
building with rounded 
road, which was made 
for carriage’s entry 
especially. The stables 
are situated near the 
house, and there are 
also artificial reservoir 
and ancient alley, 
where lime trees grow.



Berezovyi Solonets

Berezovyi Solonets is 
the settlement in 
Samarskaya Luka. It 
was founded in 1650-
1660. It was also called 
Chuvash Solonets
because of national 
structure. 



The Ostrich farm 

Berezovyi Solonets is 
well-known for mini-
ostrich farm, where 
different kinds of birds 
are grown, f.e: guinea 
fowls, chickens, quails 
and ostriches.



The orthodox church prelate’s and 
miracle man Nikolay

The almost destroyed 
church is located in the 
village Osinovka.



Vinnovka village

The village was founded 
approximately in the 
end of  the 17th century. 
It was named so 
because it was  famous 
for  wine. This village is 
known for the temple of 
Kazan God’s Mother.



The temple of Kazan God’s Mother

The history of the 
temple of Kazan God’s 
Mother started in 1854. 
There was build a 
wooden church on the 
money, which were 
collected by 
congregations from 
Samarskaya eparchy.



Thank you for the attention!!!

This project was made by the group 201


